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Positrons are relatively scarce, and so it pays to make 
optimum use of them

If you want to manipulate and tailor collections of
antparticles, keep them away from matter

Neutral antimatter is hard to confine

So the natural solution is to trap a single-component plasma

Accumulate antiparticles, tailor the plasma, then tailor
the delivery for specific applications

Theme of This Talk
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Download from the Summary and Review section at 
positrons.ucsd.edu

Accumulation, storage and manipulation of positrons in traps 
I – The Basics, C. M. Surko, 

II – Selected Topics, C. M. Surko, J. R. Danielson, and T. R. Weber

(Chapters 4 and 5 in Physics with Trapped Charged Particles,       
M. Knoop, et al., eds. (Imperial College Press, 2014)

Plasma and Trap-based Techniques for Science with Positrons, J. R. 
Danielson, D. H. E. Dubin, R.G. Greaves, and C. M. Surko, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
87, p. 247 (2015).
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History of Antimatter Trapping

Positrons, magnetic mirror, Gibson, Jordan, Lauer, 1960 

Merged antiprotons & positrons, ATHENA, ATRAP, 2002

Positrons in magnetic dipole, Saitoh, 2013

Positrons, Penning trap, 
Schwinberg, Van Dyck, Dehmelt, 1981 

Antiprotons, Penning trap, Gabrielse, 1986

Positron plasma, Penning-Malmberg (PM) trap
Leventhal et al., 1989
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Tailored Delivery of Positrons

positron Auger spectroscopy
scattering studies

electrostatic beams

large numbers (N > 108)

short temporal pulses 
(Dt < 1 nsec)

electron-positron plasma 
Ps2 molecules / BEC Ps antihydrogen production

annihilation studies
microprobes / microscopes

positron lifetime spectroscopy
Ps2 molecules / BEC Ps 

cold/narrow beams
(DE < 25 meV; Dx < 50 µm)
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antihydrogen

e+

p

New Physics with Positron Traps and Beams

positron binding 
to matter

positronium
physics (Ps, Ps2)

e+- e- (pair) plasmas Ps-atom BEC

e+- Auger spectroscopy
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Start with Low-Energy Positrons
Use “moderators” 100’s of keV ® ~ 1 eV

Neon efficiency ~ 1%

50 mCi 22Na ~ 1 pA slow e+

slow positron 
beam (E ~ 1eV)

22Na
e+ source

copper
solid neon
(~ 8 K)

B

fast e+
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Penning/Penning-Malmberg Trap

VV
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Primer on Single-component Plasmas in
Penning and Penning-Malmberg Traps

N particles in a cylindrical plasma of length Lp, and radius rp
in a grounded cylindrical electrode of radius rw, in a uniform 
magnetic field, B.

+V +VV = 0

2rp

rw

Lp

B
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density n
temperature T
thermal velocity
frequencies

cyclotron frequency
plasma frequency
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Particles spiral around field lines with gyroradius
(cyclotron radius) rc as they move along the field.

Typically, rc is small compared to other distances 
(i.e., rc << lD, rp), so the particles are 

“tied to the field lines” - a strongly magnetized plasma.
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A single-component plasma has a space-charge electric
field.  For a long plasma, 

E perpendicular to B gives an E x B drift, 

Particles drift around the
plasma center
with frequency fExB

cyclotron orbit with 
superimposed drift

vD

(B out of 
the page)

! = ! $̂

%& = ' () *+

E x B Drift Velocity

+

Plasma rotation reduces outward transport due to asymmetries

E
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Radial Vacuum Fields in a Short Trap

For low density charge clouds (lD≥ Lp), the vacuum fields 
produce a beneficial E x B rotation (i.e., “magnetron motion”)
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A Near-Perfect “Antimatter Bottle”
the Penning-Malmberg Trap

Canonical angular momentum

No torques  Þ is constant.   No expansion!

single-
component

plasma

B
V V

(Malmberg & deGrassie �75; O�Neil �80)

V(z)
z

� 

Ef = cne /B
plasma rotates:

E

fE

�
B
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But We Need an Efficient Trapping Mechanism
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First BGT electrode structure
Marv Leventhal, Fred Wysocki, Al Passner, Bell Labs ~ 1986



Buffer-Gas Positron Trap

Surko et al., PRL �88; Murphy et al., PR �92

¨ Trap using electronic
excitation of N2

¨ Positrons cool to 300K 

on CF4 in ~ 0.1s

CF4

30% trapping 
efficiency

N2 in
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N2 is the Gas of Choice for Positron Trapping
(electronic excitation > Ps formation)

Large EE cross section compared with Ps =>
N2 is the buffer gas of choice.

Electronic Excitation
N2

N2
Positronium Formation

Marler, et al., PRA 05
C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Natisin, et al., J. Phys. B (2014)

dot-dashed curve shown in figure 4 shows the calculated
cooling rate with this scaling applied to the Born-dipole cross
section, leaving the rotational cross sections unscaled.

Unlike the previous cases of CF4 and N2, CO involves
multiple types of interaction, and so determining the magni-
tudes of the underlying cross sections by fitting the measured
data using a single scale factor is more complicated. How-
ever, the large difference in the strengths and energies of the
vibrational interactions relative to that of the rotational
interactions allows rough estimates of their respective mag-
nitudes to be made based on the shape of the cooling curve.

Fitting the measured data in the range of temperatures
above 800 K, where the positron cooling is dominated by
vibrational excitation, suggests that the Born-dipole vibra-
tional cross section should be scaled by η ∼ 1.5. Given the
additional uncertainties in this factor due to potential con-
tributions from the rotational modes, this result is in reason-
able agreement with the direct measurement of 2.8. Since the
dipole and quadrupole rotational interactions occur at similar
energies, the scale factors for their cross sections cannot be
determined individually. Nevertheless, relatively crude esti-
mates of the ranges of cross-section values can be made. If the
dipole rotations are assumed to be completely absent, then the
quadrupole rotational cross sections must be enhanced by a
factor of ∼1.5 to agree with the data. Alternatively, if the
quadrupole interactions were assumed absent, then the dipole
rotational cross sections would need to be scaled up by ∼3.

Therefore, the data suggests that the Born-dipole rota-
tional cross sections given by (13) should be scaled by η ∼ 0
–3.5, while the quadrupole rotational cross sections given by
(12) require η ∼ 0–1.5. Indeed, calculations from [33, 34]
indicate that the dipole rotational excitation cross section
should be scaled by a factor of ∼1–2, while the quadrupole
rotational excitation cross section should be scaled by a factor
of ∼0.3. As an example, the dashed curve in figure 4 repre-
sents the solution with the cross section for vibrations, dipole
rotations and quadrupole rotations scaled by η = 1.5, 1.5 and
1, respectively.

5. Discussion

Measurements of positron thermalization with several differ-
ent molecular gases at 300 K have been presented and com-
pared to the predictions of a simple model. The positron
cooling curves agree well with model predictions using
generic cross sections in the Born approximation, scaled by
constant numerical factors. In this section, the results from
section 4 are compared and discussed, followed by a dis-
cussion of the effectiveness of these gases for cooling to
cryogenic temperatures.

5.1. Comparisons

The time scales in which the positrons thermalize with a
molecular gas clearly depends strongly on the type of gas and
the cooling channels available. For comparison, figure 6
shows the measured cooling curves for the three molecules

studied, normalized to a gas pressure of 1 μTorr. Also shown
are exponential fits over this temperature range for each of the
molecules. While the cooling curves are not quite exponential
in shape, these fits allow estimates of the pressure-normalized
1/e times for these gases.

The model parameters used and the characteristic cooling
times for the three molecules studied are listed in table 1. By
far the most effective cooling gas over the temperature range
studied is CF4, with a pressure-normalized 1/e time, τp, of just
4.8 ms–μTorr ; a factor of ∼300 times faster than that of N2.
The total cooling power for CF4 is significantly larger than
that of either N2 or CO over all temperatures studied (i.e.,
above 300 K). This is due to the very large transition dipole
moment of the ν3 vibrational mode, as well as the relatively
high energy of this mode, which acts to remove significant
energy from the positrons with each collision.

Figure 6. Positron cooling with (•) CF4, (▲) CO, and (■) N2 gases
at 300 K normalized to 1 μTorr and shifted to line up at t = 0 s; and
(- - - -) an exponential fit for each case. Inset shows CF4 in more
detail.

Figure 7. Solutions to (7) for a gas pressure of 1 μTorr and a
temperature of 50 K using cross sections scaled by the empirically
determined scale factors, η, listed in table 1 for the (—) CF4, (- - - -)
N2 and (—·—) CO. Inset shows CF4 and CO curves in more detail.
See text for details.

7

J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 47 (2014) 225209 M R Natisin et al
Cooling on a Buffer Gas

Cooling can be on vibrational or rotational transitions; 
choice of gas depends on ambient temperature.

t (s)

p = 10-6 torr
T = 300 K
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Positron Annihilation
Avoid Large Molecules!

Positrons attach to all but the smallest molecules 
leading to much larger annihilation rates

Molecule formula ta (s)

small N2, CO, CF4 ≥ 5 x 104

molecules

tetraethyl    Si(C2H5)4 6.2
silane

glycerol C3H8O3 2.2

dodecane        C12H26 1.8
(diffusion pump oil 
CxH2x+2 x ~ 15 – 40)

p = 10-9 torr
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Outward Transport

tm is central
density decay

time

gas collisions

trap 
imperfections

There are two regimes of “diffusive” positron loss. 
At low background gas pressures, imperfections dominate.

Malmberg & Driscoll, PRL (1980)

B
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Commercial Buffer-gas Positron Traps 
First Point Scientific, Inc. (R. G. Greaves)

 

2-stage
BG trap

source/moderator two-stage trap

Commercial & home-built
traps in the U. S.,Australia, China, 

U. K., Russia & CERN (4)
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So We’ve Trapped Positrons, What’s Next?

(ANU positron beamlines)C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/19/2018



Antimatter Plasma Control and Manipulation

Good particle cooling achieved with various techniques

Plasma compression with rotating electric fields

Trap-based beams from tailored plasmas
narrow energy spreads, time-compression, or
finely focused beams

Merged plasmas (antiproton and positron)
for antihydrogen

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Antiparticle Cooling
Critical for Many Applications

Collisional cooling (positrons; excite rotations and vibrations
in molecules) e.g, CF4, SF6; but annihilation loss

Cyclotron radiation (positrons, or antiprotons sympathetically
using electrons; UHV compatible); need large B, not so fast

!"#" = %
&' ()*+,-) (s)

Laser cooling (cool Be+ ions to cool positrons sympathetically);
mK temperatures, but centrifugal separation

Evaporation (positrons or antiprotons); particle loss

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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50cm

Shuttle to UHV for Long Term Storage

p < 10-9 torr
annihilation
negligible

high-field trap

plasma cools by 
cyclotron radiation

(positrons
or electrons)

UHV

Surko, Greaves,
Charlton HI ‘97
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tc = 4/B2 = 0.16 s

Cyclotron Cooling 
in a Large B Field in UHV

T(t) = T0 +(T1 – Tw)exp(-t/ tc)

B =  5 T

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Evaporative Cooling of Antiprotons

9 K (but > 90 % loss)

ALPHA; Andresen et al., PRL 2010 C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/19/2018



Apply a torque using a rotating
electric field =>

radial compression for 

Vconf Vconf

segmented electrode

�The Rotating Wall Technique�

V = VRW cos[(2pfRW) t + f]

ERW ff >

(Huang, et al., Anderegg, et al., Hollmann, et al., 
Greaves et al., Danielson et al., 1997 - 2007)

B. E

Increase Density by Radial Compression 
with Rotating Electric Fields

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Radial Compression with Rotating Electric Fields

“The RW Strong-Drive Regime”

Density vs time for different fRW Steady-state density vs. fRW

Lp » 14 cm

RWE ff =

Danielson, et al., Phys. Plasmas 2006 C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



that the “steps” in the strong-drive data shown in Fig. 5 are
due to coupling of the plasma to a static field asymmetry, as
discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.

If the plasma is close to thermal equilibrium, then this
should be evident in the observed plasma density profile. As
is well known,16,24 a cold, thermal equilibrium single-
component plasma has a radial density profile that is ap-
proximately constant out to the plasma edge and then de-
creases exponentially as a function of radius on the spatial
scale of the Debye length, !D. Plasmas with Rp"!D closely
approximate a “flat-top” density profile. The radial density
profiles were investigated for the strong-drive case shown in
Fig. 4, with fRW=6 MHz, by measuring the density profiles
at the times indicated by the circles in that figure. The cor-
responding density profiles are shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the
plasma has a broad, flat-topped distribution, corresponding to
a Debye length much smaller than plasma radius !i.e., ini-
tially Rp# 10!D". Midway through the compression, the
plasma density profile is qualitatively different, approaching
a Gaussian distribution as a function of radius. This is a
manifestation of the increased plasma temperature that oc-
curs during strong compression !e.g., see Fig. 2". When the
plasma approaches steady state, the density distribution be-
comes flat with sharp edges, again indicating a Debye length
much smaller than the plasma radius !typically Rp# 10!D in
steady state".

The evolution of the plasma density profile, after the RW
wall fields are turned off, is quite different. As shown in the
bottom half of Fig. 6, the plasma maintains a flat-top density
profile during the plasma expansion. It is also evident from
Figs. 4 and 6 that the time scale for the plasma decay rate is
significantly slower than the plasma compression rate. This
is consistent with the idea that, after reaching a steady state,
the torque on the plasma is only a weak perturbation.

In Fig. 5, data are shown only up to a maximum fre-

quency of 8–10 MHz, depending on the plasma length.
Compression at frequencies as high as 15 MHz have been
studied by making discrete increases in fRW on relatively
small plasmas, but difficulties were encountered in achieving
steady-state plasmas at these higher frequencies. We do not
believe this is a fundamental limit of the technique, but
rather, as mentioned earlier, a limit of the transmission-line
coupling of the drive circuit to the segmented RW electrodes.
We believe that these individual, azimuthal segments have
slightly different impedances, which causes phase shifts at
the higher frequencies. These phase shifts, in turn, produce
components to the RW electric fields in addition to m=1
!i.e., pure dipole coupling", that cause appreciable plasma
heating. The large heating observed at these higher frequen-
cies tends to drive the plasma unstable, inhibiting the
achievement of a steady-state plasma.

In general, the strong-drive regime is characterized by
relatively rapid plasma compression as compared to the rate
of the plasma expansion in the absence of the RW drive !cf.
Fig. 4". In this regime, the density increases until there is
only a fractionally small difference between the plasma ro-
tation frequency and the RW drive frequency. For example,
from the data in Fig. 5, for Lp$ 14 cm, and fRW=6.0 MHz,
we find !fRW− fE" / fRW$ !0.15 MHz" /6 MHz$ 0.025, or
%f / f & 3%, demonstrating the “low slip” in the strong-drive
regime. For the plasmas studied here, the time scales for
thermal and momentum transport are small compared to
those for compression and cyclotron cooling, and so the
plasma remains close to thermal equilibrium, as illustrated
by the rigid-rotor profiles shown in Fig. 6.

IV. DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS

In the previous section, we described the steady-state
plasmas that can be created using RW compression in the
strong-drive regime. In this section, we describe the dynamic
properties of these states. Specifically, we investigate what
happens to a torque-balanced steady state in the small slip
regime when the RW drive is changed, by either changing
the amplitude or the frequency of the drive. To illustrate this
behavior, we use as a starting point a state with fRW
=4 MHz, and VRW=1.0 V, corresponding to the black dia-
monds in Fig. 4.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the dynamic response of the plasma
when subject to a change in the drive amplitude. Here the
density evolution is shown for a plasma that was initially
compressed with VRW=1.0 V until t=15 s, at which time the
drive amplitude was decreased to 0.5, 0.2, and 0 V. An ex-
panded density scale is used to emphasize the relatively
small changes in density. As shown by the grey squares, a
drop in amplitude by a factor of 2 causes the density to drop
by less than 5%. Note !e.g., Fig. 3" that this amplitude is
below the transition amplitude corresponding to the strong-
drive regime. Namely, the application of this small of an
initial drive amplitude to a low density plasma would not
compress it to the high density shown in Fig. 7. As shown by
the grey circles in Fig. 7, even a factor of 5 smaller drive
amplitude is able to maintain the compressed plasma state
with a density drop of only # 20%. Thus the plasma exhibits

FIG. 6. Radial density profiles are shown during compression and expansion
for the times labeled in Fig. 4 for fRW=6.0 MHz, VRW=1.0 V, and Lp
$ 14 cm. The initial plasma !t=0 s" is compressed for 20 s and then al-
lowed to expand with the RW off. It should be noted that during the rapid
plasma compression !e.g., t=2 s", the plasma is quite warm !similar to Fig.
2" and the diamagnetic term in the expression for the rotation frequency is
non-negligible. As a consequence, all profiles shown correspond to plasmas
close to thermal equilibrium.

055706-5 Radial compression and torque-balanced steady... Phys. Plasmas 13, 055706 !2006"
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that the “steps” in the strong-drive data shown in Fig. 5 are
due to coupling of the plasma to a static field asymmetry, as
discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.

If the plasma is close to thermal equilibrium, then this
should be evident in the observed plasma density profile. As
is well known,16,24 a cold, thermal equilibrium single-
component plasma has a radial density profile that is ap-
proximately constant out to the plasma edge and then de-
creases exponentially as a function of radius on the spatial
scale of the Debye length, !D. Plasmas with Rp"!D closely
approximate a “flat-top” density profile. The radial density
profiles were investigated for the strong-drive case shown in
Fig. 4, with fRW=6 MHz, by measuring the density profiles
at the times indicated by the circles in that figure. The cor-
responding density profiles are shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the
plasma has a broad, flat-topped distribution, corresponding to
a Debye length much smaller than plasma radius !i.e., ini-
tially Rp# 10!D". Midway through the compression, the
plasma density profile is qualitatively different, approaching
a Gaussian distribution as a function of radius. This is a
manifestation of the increased plasma temperature that oc-
curs during strong compression !e.g., see Fig. 2". When the
plasma approaches steady state, the density distribution be-
comes flat with sharp edges, again indicating a Debye length
much smaller than the plasma radius !typically Rp# 10!D in
steady state".

The evolution of the plasma density profile, after the RW
wall fields are turned off, is quite different. As shown in the
bottom half of Fig. 6, the plasma maintains a flat-top density
profile during the plasma expansion. It is also evident from
Figs. 4 and 6 that the time scale for the plasma decay rate is
significantly slower than the plasma compression rate. This
is consistent with the idea that, after reaching a steady state,
the torque on the plasma is only a weak perturbation.

In Fig. 5, data are shown only up to a maximum fre-

quency of 8–10 MHz, depending on the plasma length.
Compression at frequencies as high as 15 MHz have been
studied by making discrete increases in fRW on relatively
small plasmas, but difficulties were encountered in achieving
steady-state plasmas at these higher frequencies. We do not
believe this is a fundamental limit of the technique, but
rather, as mentioned earlier, a limit of the transmission-line
coupling of the drive circuit to the segmented RW electrodes.
We believe that these individual, azimuthal segments have
slightly different impedances, which causes phase shifts at
the higher frequencies. These phase shifts, in turn, produce
components to the RW electric fields in addition to m=1
!i.e., pure dipole coupling", that cause appreciable plasma
heating. The large heating observed at these higher frequen-
cies tends to drive the plasma unstable, inhibiting the
achievement of a steady-state plasma.

In general, the strong-drive regime is characterized by
relatively rapid plasma compression as compared to the rate
of the plasma expansion in the absence of the RW drive !cf.
Fig. 4". In this regime, the density increases until there is
only a fractionally small difference between the plasma ro-
tation frequency and the RW drive frequency. For example,
from the data in Fig. 5, for Lp$ 14 cm, and fRW=6.0 MHz,
we find !fRW− fE" / fRW$ !0.15 MHz" /6 MHz$ 0.025, or
%f / f & 3%, demonstrating the “low slip” in the strong-drive
regime. For the plasmas studied here, the time scales for
thermal and momentum transport are small compared to
those for compression and cyclotron cooling, and so the
plasma remains close to thermal equilibrium, as illustrated
by the rigid-rotor profiles shown in Fig. 6.

IV. DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS

In the previous section, we described the steady-state
plasmas that can be created using RW compression in the
strong-drive regime. In this section, we describe the dynamic
properties of these states. Specifically, we investigate what
happens to a torque-balanced steady state in the small slip
regime when the RW drive is changed, by either changing
the amplitude or the frequency of the drive. To illustrate this
behavior, we use as a starting point a state with fRW
=4 MHz, and VRW=1.0 V, corresponding to the black dia-
monds in Fig. 4.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the dynamic response of the plasma
when subject to a change in the drive amplitude. Here the
density evolution is shown for a plasma that was initially
compressed with VRW=1.0 V until t=15 s, at which time the
drive amplitude was decreased to 0.5, 0.2, and 0 V. An ex-
panded density scale is used to emphasize the relatively
small changes in density. As shown by the grey squares, a
drop in amplitude by a factor of 2 causes the density to drop
by less than 5%. Note !e.g., Fig. 3" that this amplitude is
below the transition amplitude corresponding to the strong-
drive regime. Namely, the application of this small of an
initial drive amplitude to a low density plasma would not
compress it to the high density shown in Fig. 7. As shown by
the grey circles in Fig. 7, even a factor of 5 smaller drive
amplitude is able to maintain the compressed plasma state
with a density drop of only # 20%. Thus the plasma exhibits

FIG. 6. Radial density profiles are shown during compression and expansion
for the times labeled in Fig. 4 for fRW=6.0 MHz, VRW=1.0 V, and Lp
$ 14 cm. The initial plasma !t=0 s" is compressed for 20 s and then al-
lowed to expand with the RW off. It should be noted that during the rapid
plasma compression !e.g., t=2 s", the plasma is quite warm !similar to Fig.
2" and the diamagnetic term in the expression for the rotation frequency is
non-negligible. As a consequence, all profiles shown correspond to plasmas
close to thermal equilibrium.

055706-5 Radial compression and torque-balanced steady... Phys. Plasmas 13, 055706 !2006"
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that the “steps” in the strong-drive data shown in Fig. 5 are
due to coupling of the plasma to a static field asymmetry, as
discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.

If the plasma is close to thermal equilibrium, then this
should be evident in the observed plasma density profile. As
is well known,16,24 a cold, thermal equilibrium single-
component plasma has a radial density profile that is ap-
proximately constant out to the plasma edge and then de-
creases exponentially as a function of radius on the spatial
scale of the Debye length, !D. Plasmas with Rp"!D closely
approximate a “flat-top” density profile. The radial density
profiles were investigated for the strong-drive case shown in
Fig. 4, with fRW=6 MHz, by measuring the density profiles
at the times indicated by the circles in that figure. The cor-
responding density profiles are shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the
plasma has a broad, flat-topped distribution, corresponding to
a Debye length much smaller than plasma radius !i.e., ini-
tially Rp# 10!D". Midway through the compression, the
plasma density profile is qualitatively different, approaching
a Gaussian distribution as a function of radius. This is a
manifestation of the increased plasma temperature that oc-
curs during strong compression !e.g., see Fig. 2". When the
plasma approaches steady state, the density distribution be-
comes flat with sharp edges, again indicating a Debye length
much smaller than the plasma radius !typically Rp# 10!D in
steady state".

The evolution of the plasma density profile, after the RW
wall fields are turned off, is quite different. As shown in the
bottom half of Fig. 6, the plasma maintains a flat-top density
profile during the plasma expansion. It is also evident from
Figs. 4 and 6 that the time scale for the plasma decay rate is
significantly slower than the plasma compression rate. This
is consistent with the idea that, after reaching a steady state,
the torque on the plasma is only a weak perturbation.

In Fig. 5, data are shown only up to a maximum fre-

quency of 8–10 MHz, depending on the plasma length.
Compression at frequencies as high as 15 MHz have been
studied by making discrete increases in fRW on relatively
small plasmas, but difficulties were encountered in achieving
steady-state plasmas at these higher frequencies. We do not
believe this is a fundamental limit of the technique, but
rather, as mentioned earlier, a limit of the transmission-line
coupling of the drive circuit to the segmented RW electrodes.
We believe that these individual, azimuthal segments have
slightly different impedances, which causes phase shifts at
the higher frequencies. These phase shifts, in turn, produce
components to the RW electric fields in addition to m=1
!i.e., pure dipole coupling", that cause appreciable plasma
heating. The large heating observed at these higher frequen-
cies tends to drive the plasma unstable, inhibiting the
achievement of a steady-state plasma.

In general, the strong-drive regime is characterized by
relatively rapid plasma compression as compared to the rate
of the plasma expansion in the absence of the RW drive !cf.
Fig. 4". In this regime, the density increases until there is
only a fractionally small difference between the plasma ro-
tation frequency and the RW drive frequency. For example,
from the data in Fig. 5, for Lp$ 14 cm, and fRW=6.0 MHz,
we find !fRW− fE" / fRW$ !0.15 MHz" /6 MHz$ 0.025, or
%f / f & 3%, demonstrating the “low slip” in the strong-drive
regime. For the plasmas studied here, the time scales for
thermal and momentum transport are small compared to
those for compression and cyclotron cooling, and so the
plasma remains close to thermal equilibrium, as illustrated
by the rigid-rotor profiles shown in Fig. 6.

IV. DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS

In the previous section, we described the steady-state
plasmas that can be created using RW compression in the
strong-drive regime. In this section, we describe the dynamic
properties of these states. Specifically, we investigate what
happens to a torque-balanced steady state in the small slip
regime when the RW drive is changed, by either changing
the amplitude or the frequency of the drive. To illustrate this
behavior, we use as a starting point a state with fRW
=4 MHz, and VRW=1.0 V, corresponding to the black dia-
monds in Fig. 4.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the dynamic response of the plasma
when subject to a change in the drive amplitude. Here the
density evolution is shown for a plasma that was initially
compressed with VRW=1.0 V until t=15 s, at which time the
drive amplitude was decreased to 0.5, 0.2, and 0 V. An ex-
panded density scale is used to emphasize the relatively
small changes in density. As shown by the grey squares, a
drop in amplitude by a factor of 2 causes the density to drop
by less than 5%. Note !e.g., Fig. 3" that this amplitude is
below the transition amplitude corresponding to the strong-
drive regime. Namely, the application of this small of an
initial drive amplitude to a low density plasma would not
compress it to the high density shown in Fig. 7. As shown by
the grey circles in Fig. 7, even a factor of 5 smaller drive
amplitude is able to maintain the compressed plasma state
with a density drop of only # 20%. Thus the plasma exhibits

FIG. 6. Radial density profiles are shown during compression and expansion
for the times labeled in Fig. 4 for fRW=6.0 MHz, VRW=1.0 V, and Lp
$ 14 cm. The initial plasma !t=0 s" is compressed for 20 s and then al-
lowed to expand with the RW off. It should be noted that during the rapid
plasma compression !e.g., t=2 s", the plasma is quite warm !similar to Fig.
2" and the diamagnetic term in the expression for the rotation frequency is
non-negligible. As a consequence, all profiles shown correspond to plasmas
close to thermal equilibrium.
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of stage 2b. The i.d. of these electrodes is 2.54 cm. With this
addition, we measure lifetimes of around 2 s !limited by an-
nihilation" and the trapping efficiency is almost doubled to
approximately 20% because losses from radial transport are
effectively eliminated. Because of the relatively short life-
time, the trap is typically operated at a repetition rate of 4 Hz
in order to maximize the trap throughput. Other groups are
also developing two-stage Surko-type traps for applications
requiring high quality pulsed positron beams with pulse rep-
etition frequencies !1 Hz.32

The effectiveness of the compression is shown in Fig. 3.
The upper panel shows the positron radial profiles with and
without the rotating wall applied, indicating a positron cloud
with a final diameter of about 1.3 mm full width at half
maximum !FWHM". The rf was 5 MHz. These profiles were
obtained by imaging positrons dumped onto a phosphor
screen. The lower panel shows the central density as a func-
tion of time for various amplitudes of applied frequency.
This figure illustrates that very rapid compression can be
obtained, with central density doubling times of only a few
milliseconds, in contrast to the time scales of seconds re-
ported for compression in the plasma regime.31

Figure 4 shows the trap efficiency as a function of ap-
plied rf and amplitude. A NaI scintillator attached to a pho-
tomultiplier was placed just after the trap with the gate valve
to the accumulator closed, and the anode signal was recorded
directly with a digital storage oscilloscope that was triggered
by the trap dump pulse. As is evident from the figure, we find
that for low applied rf amplitudes, compression is centered
on a single, well-defined frequency, which we have identified
as the axial bounce frequency. As the rf amplitude is in-
creased, the compression becomes broadband in character
below the bounce frequency. In order for the rotating wall to
be effective it was necessary to introduce a cooling gas !in
this case, SF6" at a pressure approximately one-fifth that of

the buffer gas. The effect of the extra gas on the lifetime was
not significant when the rotating wall was switched off. Dur-
ing normal trap operation the rotating wall is always on.

It should be noted that the compression effect described
here is somewhat different from the usual application of the
rotating wall technique, in which plasma modes are excited.
With less than 200 000 positrons per pulse in the trap the
positrons are not in a well-defined plasma state. Indeed, even
for much smaller numbers of positrons !"104" compression
is achieved, suggesting that the rotating wall in this configu-
ration is operating according to a different principle that is
usually thought to be the case. Further studies are under way
to elucidate the mechanism.

C. Positron accumulator

The electrode structure of the accumulator and the typi-
cal operating potential profiles are shown in Fig. 5. As can be
seen from this figure, the trap contains a harmonic potential

FIG. 3. Above: radial profiles of positrons in the trapping section. !!"
without rf applied; !!" with rf applied. Below: central density of the posi-
tron cloud as a function of time for various values of applied rf signal
amplitude, shown in the figure in volts. The rf was switched on at t=0.

FIG. 4. Amplitude-frequency scan of trapping efficiency for the rf signal
applied to the rotating wall electrode in the trap. The color shade indicates
the efficiency, with white corresponding to the maximum value of approxi-
mately 20%.

FIG. 5. Above: the accumulator electrode structure. The phases of the rf
signal are indicated in the split ring. Below: the axial potential profiles for
storing !solid line" and dumping !short dashed line" positron plasmas. The
dotted line indicates the momentary !#100 ns" opening of the inlet to admit
a pulse from the trap.

073106-3 Intense positron pulses Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77, 073106 !2006"

Cyclotron cooling at high n

Buffer-gas cooling at low n
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(Danielson et al., RMP, 2015)

B = 400 G    positron plasma

Density Control Using Rotating-wall Compression 
(buffer-gas cooling)

n0 ≈ 17% of the
Brillouin limit, nB
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Glitches due to trap imperfections

At 5 T, nmax ≤ 10-3 nB - this is not understood?

fRW = fE

nB = B2

8!mc2

The Rotating Wall also works in the single-particle regime, but 
somewhat differently (i.e., as a “rotating particle-bounce” resonance)
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Positron Plasma Parameters
Magnetic field 10-2 – 5 tesla
Number 104 - 1010

Density 105 - 1010 cm-3

Space charge 10-3 – 103 eV
Temperature 10-3 – 1 eV
Plasma length 1 – 30 cm
Plasma radius 0.5 – 10 mm
Debye length 10-2 – 1 cm
Confinement time 102 – 105 s

Surko AIP ‘99, Weber PP ‘08

Diagnostics:  
Escaping particles to measure T; modes to 
measure N, n, T, & aspect ratio 2D CCD images   

Trivelpiece-Gould modes*

mz mz
mz

Dubin PF ’93, Tinkle PP�94
frequency

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Various Positron and Antiproton PM Trap Plasmas

low B, buffer-gas cooling

high B, cyclotron cooling

magnetic 
field (T)

length 
(cm)

r_p (mm) temp. (eV)
density       

(10^8 cm^-3)

total 
number 
(10^8)

space 
charge 

potential 
(V)

confinement/  
annihilation 

time (s)

UCSD 0.1 10 6 0.03 0.02 3 15 300
UCR 0.09 - 0.5 0.03 - 0.01 0.01 1
FPSI 0.04 - 0.5 0.05 12 - 10 1000

ALPHA  pbars 1 2 1 0.01 0.2 0.0009 0.5 -
ALPHA e+ 1 2 0.4 0.002 3 0.03 1.6 -

ATRAP 1 - - 0.001 - 40 5 30 -

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



Large-N e- Plasma in High-B UHV Trap

The results:
vT = 107 cm/s
fc = 140 GHz
fp = 2 GHz
fExB = 8 MHz
fb = 0.6 MHz
lD = 10-3 cm
rc = 10-5 cm

f(r=0) =80 Volts

collision rate 
!""= 2 MHz

cooling rate
!$= 6 Hz

N = 1 ×109

T = 0.1 eV
rp = 0.03 cm
Lp = 14 cm
B = 5 tesla
rw = 1.2 cm

fc >> fp >> fExB > nee > fb 

rw >> rp >> lD >> rc

n lD
3 ~ 200 (i.e., >> 1)

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



strong axial magnetic field B for radial confinement and an
electrostatic well for axial confinement; the latter is formed
by biasing a series of electrically isolated, hollow cylinders
arrayed along the magnetic axis.
The zero-temperature equilibrium of a plasma held in a

Penning-Malmberg trap is a rigid rotor of constant density
n [13]. The plasma rotates at frequency f due to the local
E ×B drift velocity; here, the electric field E comes from
the charge of the plasma. At nonzero plasma temperatures
T [14], this equilibrium is modified such that the fluid
rotation rate (set by the E ×B drift combined with the
diamagnetic drift) is constant across the plasma.
Antihydrogen is synthesized in the ALPHA apparatus by

mixing positron and antiproton plasmas in a shallow
magnetic minimum neutral atom trap, and traps antiatoms
colder than 0.54 K [15,16]. ALPHA uses two Penning-
Malmberg traps, the antiproton catching and antihydrogen
mixing traps, to prepare and mix plasmas; descriptions are
given in Ref. [15]. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the
antiatom trapping rate on the parameters of the plasmas,
much experimental effort has been devoted to their opti-
mization. Historically, the trapping rate suffered from short
term and long term variations in plasma densities and
particle numbers. The positron plasma parameters varied
by up to a factor of 2, likely due to changes in the solid-
neon positron moderator and the buffer gas in the positron
accumulator [17]. Smaller variations in the electron plas-
mas were likely due to drifts in the thermionic electron
source compounded by the large magnetic field gradient
between the source and the trap. These variations led us to
use an autoresonant mixing technique [18,19] which,
while relatively insensitive to small changes in plasma

parameters, was suboptimal for trapping; our plasma
manipulations required frequent tuning.
The technique described here controls two of the most

critical plasma parameters, the number of plasma particles
N and the density n. Rotating wall electric fields [20] in the
strong drive regime (SDR) [21] are applied simultaneously
with evaporative cooling (EVC) [22] electrostatic well
potentials. Hence, the process is called SDREVC. After
introducing SDREVC, the electron and positron plasmas
became highly reproducible so long as the pre-SDREVC N
was at least marginally higher than the desired post-
SDREVC N.
Figure 2 shows the dramatic stabilization of electron and

positron plasmas obtained with SDREVC. The electron
plasmas in Fig. 2(a) were held in a uniform 3 T axial field.
The electron plasmas in Fig. 2(b) were held in a uniform
1 T axial field while the positron plasmas in Fig. 2(c) were
held in a 3 T axial field with a slight gradient as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The standard deviation of the number of particles
in Fig. 2(a) diminished from 14% without SDREVC to less
than 3% with SDREVC; even larger improvements are
observed in the data in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Below we show
a simple theory that motivated this procedure, the tech-
niques we use to achieve it, and the range over which the
theory models our experimental results.
We assume throughout that kBT ≪ eϕ, where ϕ is the

potential difference over the radius of the plasma due to its
own charge and e is the elementary charge. This is equivalent
to assuming that the plasma is at least several Debye lengths
in radius, and is often taken as a requirement that a cloud of
charged particles is a plasma. In the zero-temperature limit,
the E ×B rotation frequency f of the plasma is

(b)

(a)

FIG. 1. (a) Partial schematic of one of ALPHA’s Penning-
Malmberg traps, showing the axial magnetic field B, seven of the
electrically isolated cylindrical electrodes, and one rotating wall
electrode (fifth in from the left) with six isolated azimuthal
sectors; the inner radius of the electrodes is 14.8 mm. (b) Typical
initial (dashed line) and final (solid line) electrostatic potentials
used in the stabilization procedure, and the axial magnetic field
(dot-dash line).

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Pre-(filled triangle) and post-(filled invert triangle)
SDREVC measurements: (a) plasma electron number Ne− in
the catching trap; (b) plasma electron number Ne− in the atom
trap; and (c) plasma positron number Neþ in the atom trap.
SDREVC was implemented at the end of July 2016, so only pre-
SDREVC data are shown prior to that date. Beginning in August,
the pre-SDREVC numbers in (a) are off scale. The arrows in
(c) indicate instances where the positron moderator efficiency
decreased and the number of pre-SDREVC positrons dropped
below the desired post-SDREVC value; the number was recov-
ered by regrowing the moderator.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 025001 (2018)

025001-2

Example of Plasma Control
Strong Drive Regime and Evaporative Cooling

Fixes density, temperature, rp, and plasma potential
Results in unprecedented plasma control

Increased x > 10 rate of trappable antihydrogen production!

ALPHA collaboration, PRL 120, 025001 (2018)

e- pbar catching 
trap

e- atom trap

e+ atom trap
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Delivery as
Trap-based Beams
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Trap-based Positron Beam
High Energy Resolution

Gilbert et al., APL (1997)

Trap, cool and release:

300 K buffer gas
(kBT = 25 meV)

Retarding potential (V)

Detot ≈ 40 - 45 meV

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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A 50 K Buffer-Gas Cooled Positron Beam

cryocooler

cooled electrodes
CO buffer gas at 50 K

M. R. Natisin, 2016
C. M. Surko ICPA 18

8/21/2018



factor of ~5 better than 
previous state-of-the-art

Total Energy Distribution
CBT

BGT

M. R. Natisin, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. (2016)

Cryogenic Buffer-Gas Trap (CBT)

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



positrons

Trap-based Beams – Temporal Compression

“harmonic bunching” using a parabolic potential

Cassidy et al., RSI 2006C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



Trap-based Beams – Temporal Compression

“harmonic bunching” using a parabolic potential

15 ns pulse -> 1 ns pulse

Cassidy et al., RSI 2006
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Cassidy et al., PRL ‘10

PM Traps Preserve Positron Spin Polarization from a 22Na source 
- critical for Ps2 and BEC Ps experiments

22Na source produces e+ via weak interactions
Þ spin oriented parallel to the momentum 

BGT, storage in UHV, RW compression don’t destroy
this polarization!

28% aligned m = 1 Ps atoms

28% aligned

22Na source => S = 1 spin- polarized Ps gas
required for Ps BEC

At high densities, only 
S = 1, m = 1 remain

Cassidy, PRL ‘10

PM Traps Preserve Positron Spin Polarization from a 22Na source 
- critical for a BEC Ps experiment
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Extraction Beams of Narrow Spatial Extent
from PM Traps 
How narrow?

Multiple beams reproducible?
Basic idea: lower end-gate potential carefully -
space charge pushes out particles near center first

• Goal to use efficiently all   
the trapped positrons

• Questions:

•Does the plasma re-
equilibrate?

•Reproducible beams?

•Time between extractions? C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



Pulsed beam extraction leaves a “hole”
(10 µs pulse)

hole moves coherently to edge in ≤ 1 ms

before

after

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018 Weber et al., PP 2008, 2009



1st, 10th, and 20th beam

x=0.2

> 50% of plasma extracted

Multiple Beams from a Single Plasma
keep RW on

D = 4lD

!" = $%/ &'
C. M. Surko ICPA 18

8/21/2018

Weber et al., PP 2008, 2009



Electrostatic Beam Applications

•Microbeams through 
electrostatic focus and re-
moderation

•Atomic physics scattering 
experiments

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018

Weber et al., PP 2010



•For slow extraction, particles 
stayed “glued” to field lines 
and maintain adiabatic 
invariant

•Fast extraction, particles 
leave field lines and conserve 
canonical angular momentum 
with θ “kick” dpq

Single Particle Motion

dpq ~ mwcr

!"
# = %&'().

+, = %&'().= -./ + 1-2/

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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Reduce Kick by Replacing Hole in Iron with
High-permeability Alloy “Spider”*

B

reduced perpendicular kick in dpq by ≥ 5 

Latest result
VL = 3.4 kV
≥ 40 % in

r ≤ 0.12 cm

* W. Stoeffl, et al., 
Livermore National 

Laboratory

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018
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Larger Collections
of Antimatter

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



1 meV

1 eV

1 keV

100 keV

10 meV

100 meV

10 eV

100 eV

10 keV

plasma space 
charge

For Single PM Traps, Space Charge Becomes Prohibitive

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



Solution: Shield Parallel Cells with Copper Electrodes
- a multicell trap for 1012 positrons

3 banks of 7 cells with 5 x 1010 e+ each
1 kV confinement potentials 
Move plasma across B using autoresonant diocotron mode*

e+ in

1 m

B

Surko, JRCP �03
Danielson, PP �06
Baker PP 15

* Fajans, �99 - �01

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018



-4.0                      0.0                          +4.0
x(cm)

Beam in

Multicell Trap Test Structure
3 off-axis cells

• ≥ 50% transfer efficiency

• Need to demonstrate
confinement of kV space  
charge off axis

diocotron autoresonance

�B

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018

Hurst et al.,  PRL (2014)
Baker et al., PP (2015)
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FIG. 6. Plasmas trapped in each of the four storage cells (not simultaneously), including (a) a combination of the four CCD
images, and (b) corresponding radial density profiles.

Cell N0 [107 e�] r0 [mm] ⌧ [s]

A 7.1 0.50 ⇠ 60

B 8.0 0.55 ⇠ 60

C 3.4 0.72 ⇠ 8

D 3.7 0.77 ⇠ 1

TABLE II. Lifetime ⌧ of plasmas confined in storage cells A-D
with initial particle number N0 and radius r0.

the largest radius (cells A and B), the plasma initially ex-
pands without particle loss. When the edge of the plasma
reaches the wall (at t ⇠ 10 s), particle loss commences,
and the plasma is completely gone within 100 s. The data
for cells A and B are remarkably similar, indicating that
radial transport is not dependent on the transverse loca-
tion of the cell. In cells C and D, particle loss commences
almost immediately following transfer into the cell. The
lifetime ⌧ of the plasma, defined by N/N0 = exp(�t/⌧),
is given for each storage cell in Table II.

When the RW is implemented, plasmas can be con-
fined indefinitely in cells A, B, and C. In particular, plas-
mas have been held for > 24 hours in cells A and B,
and for ⇠ 2 hours in cell C (although this is likely not
the limit). However, in cell D, the RW compression was
not able to counter the rapid outward expansion, and so
plasmas could not be held in cell D for more than about
1 s. The confinement as a function of time is shown in
Fig. 8 for RW experiments in cell C. Here, the RW is
implemented directly following the plasma transfer, by
applying a phased sinusoidal voltage of 800 mV to the
segments of electrode C4 at a frequency of 2 MHz. Ini-
tially, the particle number decreases since the RW drives
the outermost particles toward the wall while confining

FIG. 7. Normalized particle number versus time (without RW
compression) for the storage cells A (black circles), B (blue
triangles), C (red squares), and D (green diamonds).

only particles near the trap axis. However, the confined
particles reach a high-density steady state which persists
as long as the RW is enabled. A second data set is shown,
where the RW is turned o↵ at t = 15 s. Here, outward
expansion is observed, although in this case the particle
number is conserved since the plasma remains isolated
from the wall throughout the time of observation.
In general, the free radial transport in the storage cells

(i.e. without the RW) is characterized by the presence
of a low-density tail, or “halo” in the density distribu-
tion. This has been observed previously in response to
applied asymmetries27 (examples are shown in Sec. VII).
This implies that the radial transport increases substan-
tially near the periphery of the cell relative to that near

Plasmas Transferred Of Axis
In the MCT

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
8/21/2018

Baker et al., PP (2015)



• Rotating Wall compression 
– Density limit at high B?

• Large Numbers of Positrons
– Develop the multicell trap

• Short temporal pulses (≤ 100 ps)
– Optimized fast electronics

• Portable antimatter traps??
– Likely awaits improved magnet technology?

Challenges

C. M. Surko ICPA 18
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e+

For references and links 
to other work see:

positrons.ucsd.edu
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Download from the Summary and Review section at 
http://positrons.ucsd.edu

Accumulation, storage and manipulation of positrons in traps 
I – The Basics, C. M. Surko, 

II – Selected Topics, C. M. Surko, J. R. Danielson, and T. R. Weber

(Chapters 4 and 5 in Physics with Trapped Charged Particles,       
M. Knoop, et al., eds. (Imperial College Press, 2014)

Plasma and Trap-based Techniques for Science with Positrons, J. R. 
Danielson, D. H. E. Dubin, R.G. Greaves, and C. M. Surko, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
87, p. 247 (2015).
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